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Abstract: 

Adsorption-based iodine (I2) capture has great potential for the treatment of radioactive nuclear waste. In 

this study, we apply a “multivariate” synthetic strategy to construct ionic covalent organic frameworks 

(iCOFs) with a large surface area, high pore volume, and abundant binding sites for I2 capture. The 

optimized material iCOF-AB-50 exhibits a static I2 uptake capacity of 10.21 g·g−1 at 75°C and a dynamic 

uptake capacity of 2.79 g·g−1 at ~400 ppm I2 and 25°C, far exceeding the performances of previously 

reported adsorbents under similar conditions. iCOF-AB-50 also exhibits fast adsorption kinetics, good 

moisture tolerance, and full reusability. The promoting effect of ionic groups on I2 adsorption has been 

elucidated by experimentally identifying the iodine species adsorbed at different sites and calculating their 

binding energies. This work demonstrates the essential role of balancing the textural properties and binding 

sites of the adsorbent in achieving high I2 capture performance. 
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Introduction 

Reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel produces volatile radioactive compounds containing iodine isotopes 

(129I and 131I) [1], which must be removed before the off-gas is discharged. Compared with traditional liquid 

scrubbing processes used to capture radioactive I2 and other I-containing compounds from the off-gas, 

adsorption processes applying porous solid adsorbents have numerous advantages, including simple 

operation and low maintenance costs, and do not require the use of highly corrosive solutions [1b, 2]. Various 

adsorbents for I2 capture applications have been reported, including ceramics [3], zeolites [4], aerogels [5], 

metal–organic frameworks [6], and other materials. As an emerging class of adsorbents, porous organic 

polymers (POPs) generally exhibit outstanding I2 adsorption capacities per unit mass due to their low 

density and high porosity [1c, 7]. Extensive research into POP-based I2 capture has found that electron-rich 

adsorbents can effectively adsorb electron-deficient I2 via the formation of charge–transfer complexes [2, 7d, 

8]. To prepare electron-rich adsorbents, various synthetic strategies have been developed, including the 

construction of π-conjugated networks [8b], doping with heteroatoms [9], incorporating heterocyclic moieties 

[2, 7d], and combinations thereof [7c, 10]. For example, N-containing structural moieties (e.g., amine, imine, 

imidazole, triazine, and pyridine) have been introduced into aromatic networks to facilitate a high I2 

adsorption capacity [2, 7d, 8]. Another strategy effectively promoting I2 adsorption is the generation of cationic 

sites in the adsorbent, which can bind dynamically formed polyiodide anions via Coulomb interactions [7a, 

11]. 

I2 adsorption capacity is determined by the collective effects of multiple factors: the textural properties 

(surface area, pore size, and pore volume) of the adsorbent, the affinity between the binding site and the I2 

molecule, and the density of binding sites. Therefore, an optimal balance between these factors is essential 

for achieving high adsorption capacity. This is particularly true for the introduction of binding sites into POPs 

via post-synthesis modification, since this usually compromises the textural properties. For example, the 

generation of ionic sites in various amorphous POPs enhances their affinity to I2 but greatly reduces their 

surface area; thus, the overall improvement in I2 adsorption capacity is limited [7a, 11a, 12]. Consequently, the 

development of adsorbents with high initial porosity is necessary for this strategy. Additionally, the chosen 

adsorption sites should not exhibit excessive interaction with I2; otherwise, the adsorbent regeneration 

becomes an issue. The main challenge in this regard is the incorporation of a large number of appropriate 

I2-selective adsorption sites into the adsorbent while maintaining its structural integrity and large accessible 

porosity. 

As a unique class of POPs, covalent organic frameworks (COFs) are characterized by crystalline 

structures with uniform intra-crystalline nanoscale pores and modular building blocks [13]. The crystallinity 

of COFs provides a well-defined porosity and full accessibility to active sites in the framework, which are 

beneficial for many applications in catalysis, adsorption, and separation, including I2 capture [13a, 13c, 14]. In 

principle, COFs can be functionalized with the desired adsorption active sites (e.g., ionic sites) through the 

design of appropriate monomers or post-synthesis modification to achieve high I2 adsorption capacity [15]. 
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However, in practice, it is very challenging to incorporate ionic sites into COFs while maintaining high 

crystallinity and porosity. The “multivariate” strategy, based on the use of two or more structurally 

homologous monomers to simultaneously incorporate multiple groups into the COF structure, provides 

additional flexibility for functionality engineering [14a, 16]. The few successful examples of ionic COFs were 

synthesized using the “multivariate” strategy combined with subsequent surface reactions; however, these 

COFs were not tested for I2 capture [17].  

On the basis of these considerations, we designed and synthesized a series of ionic COFs (iCOFs) for 

I2 capture using the “multivariate” strategy combined with post-synthesis modification. The initial COF was 

constructed from 2,4,6-tri(4-aminophenyl)-1,3,5-triazine (TAPT) and a mixture of 2,5-

dimethoxyterephthalaldehyde (DMTA) and 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalaldehyde (DHTA), where the 

condensation of primary amines and aldehydes resulted in an extended framework through imine linkages 

(Scheme 1). By varying the ratio of DHTA to DMTA in the synthetic precursor, the density of hydroxyl (-OH) 

groups in the COF was tuned. The resulting materials were denoted as COF-OH-X, where X represents 

the molar percentage of DHTA relative to the total of DHTA and DMTA (for example, COF-OH-50 denotes 

equimolar amounts of DHTA and DMTA). Subsequently, the hydroxyl groups were utilized as reactive sites 

to modify the COF-OH-X with an ionic liquid compound, (2-bromoethyl)trimethylammonium bromide (AB), 

through the Williamson ether reaction, and the modified COFs were denoted as iCOF-AB-X accordingly 

(Scheme 1). The designed COFs have unique structural and compositional characteristics. First, they 

exhibit high crystallinity and large initial surface areas (>2000 m2·g-1), which ensures that significant porosity 

can be retained after ionic modification. Second, they have high densities of imine and triazine moieties 

throughout their entire framework, thereby providing a large number of binding sites for I2. Third, the 

incorporation of ionic sites by AB modification further increases the affinity between the framework and I2 

molecules. Finally, the concentration of ionic sites can be easily adjusted to determine the optimal 

conditions from the tradeoff between the number of binding sites and textural properties. Because of the 

combined effects of these characteristics, iCOF-AB-50, the best-performing material in this series, exhibits 

record high I2 adsorption capacity under dynamic adsorption conditions at room temperature and 

moderately high temperature. Intriguingly, iCOF-AB-50 is tolerant to water, and when water vapor is present, 

its dynamic adsorption capacity for I2 only slightly decreases, which is attributed to the preferential binding 

of ionic sites to I2. Adsorbed I2 can be easily extracted by ethanol from the iCOF-AB-X adsorbents to fully 

restore their adsorption capacity for subsequent adsorption cycles. Although iCOFs have previously been 

used for ion conduction, sensing, catalysis, and separation, this work demonstrates for the first time the 

great potential of iCOFs in enhancing the selective adsorption of I2 through strong Coulomb interactions, 

expanding their range of applications. 
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Results and Discussion 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) revealed that COF-OH-X (X = 0, 33, 50, 67, and 100) materials were 

highly crystalline, exhibiting five clearly discernible peaks before 10° (2θ) and a weak peak at about 26° 

(2θ) (Figure 1a and Figure S1a). The PXRD peak intensities of COF-OH-X gradually decreased with 

increasing X, indicating that compared with DHTA, DMTA is more conducive to high crystallinity. Following 

modification with the ionic liquid compound (AB), the obtained iCOF-AB-X materials remained crystalline, 

except for iCOF-AB-100 (Figure S1b). The effect of AB modification on crystallinity became more significant 

as the density of modification sites increased. For iCOF-AB-33 and iCOF-AB-50, a slight decrease in 

crystallinity was observed relative to their parent materials (Figure S1).  

To corroborate that the synthesized materials have the designed structure, we took COF-OH-50 and 

iCOF-AB-50 as examples to perform structural modeling based on PXRD. In short, an initial structural 

model was constructed based on the eclipsed AA stacking mode (Scheme 1) and geometrically optimized; 

Pawley refinement was then performed for the initial structure to obtain a refined unit cell; the structure was 

further refined within the new unit cell to obtain the final atomic coordinates. In both cases, the results of 

Pawley fitting are reasonably good and the simulated PXRD patterns of the refined structures agree with 

the experimental patterns (see Figure S2). Specifically, the refined unit cell of COF-OH-50 has parameters 

of a = b = 109.58 Å, c = 3.52 Å, α = β = 90°, and γ = 120°, with agreement factors of RP = 4.12% and RWP 

= 5.15% (Table S1); the refined unit cell of iCOF-AB-50 has parameters of  a = b = 108.13 Å, c = 3.54 Å, α 

= β = 90°, and γ =120° with agreement factors of Rp = 4.60% and Rwp = 5.90% (Table S2). Thus, the six 

diffraction peaks observed in the PXRD patterns are indexed as (100), (110), (200), (210), (220) and (001) 

(Figure 1a). 

COF-OH-X materials showed type IV N2 sorption isotherms at 77 K, indicating their mesoporous nature 

(Figure 1b and Figure S3a). The pore size distribution profiles derived from these isotherms were centered 

at ~3.3 nm (Figure S3c), which is in good agreement with the designed structure (Scheme 1). Although 

modification with ionic compound AB led to an apparent decrease in porosity, the resulting iCOF-AB-X 

materials, except for iCOF-AB-100, still exhibited remarkably high surface area and pore volume (Figure 

1b and Figure S3b&d). Specifically, their Brunauer−Emmett−Teller specific surface area and total pore 

volume of iCOF-AB-50 were 1390 m2·g−1 and 1.21 cm3·g−1, respectively. Table S3 summarizes the textural 

properties of all COF-OH-X and iCOF-AB-X materials. 

For simplicity, we focus our further discussion on the characterization of COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50, 

which represent COF-OH-X and iCOF-AB-X materials, respectively; however, our conclusions can be 

applied to other materials in the same families unless otherwise stated. High-resolution transmission 

electron microscopy (HRTEM) clearly showed that COF-OH-50 possesses an ordered structure with 

hexagonally arranged one-dimensional mesoporous channels (Figure 1c) and that this structural ordering 

was unaffected by the post-synthesis modification with ionic compound AB (Figure 1d). To verify the 

success of the Schiff-base reaction and subsequent AB modification, we performed Fourier transform 
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infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS), and elemental analysis. FT-IR (Figure S4) showed that the reaction between TAPT and the 

dialdehydes (DMTA/DHTA) had occurred, evidenced by the disappearance of bands at 3359–3428 cm−1 

(amino groups) and 1668.2 cm−1 (aldehyde groups) and the appearance of the characteristic -C=N- 

stretching band at ~1679 cm−1. Moreover, the presence of the characteristic hydroxyl band at 3260 cm−1 in 

the FT-IR spectrum of COF-OH-50 confirmed that DHTA entities had been incorporated in its framework 

[9b]. The characteristic signals of ammonium salt at 2898–3002 cm−1 were observed in the spectrum of 

iCOF-AB-50 (Figure. S4), suggesting that ionic AB groups had been grafted onto the framework via post-

synthesis modification. This was confirmed via solid-state 13C NMR, which showed signals (67.5, 55.9, and 

54.0 ppm) associated with the carbons from AB (Figure 1e) and via XPS spectra showing the signal of 

anionic bromide (Br3d at 68.2 eV) (Figure 1f). Additionally, the elemental analysis revealed that the C, H, 

and N contents in COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50 closely agreed with theoretical values, suggesting that 

DMTA and DHTA reacted with TAPT according to the feed ratio (Table S4). 

In most previous studies [7d, 8-9, 11], the I2 adsorption capacity of the adsorbent was measured in a static 

closed system at 75°C and ambient pressure. Despite its advantageous simplicity, this method of 

measurement faces two problems. First, under such conditions, the partial pressure of I2 is 1.6 KPa, which 

corresponds to a volumetric concentration of 1.6 × 104 ppm. Since this I2 concentration is several orders of 

magnitude higher than the actual I2 concentration in the dissolver off-gas [18], the measured adsorption 

capacity does not truly reflect the I2 capture performance of the adsorbent in practical applications. Second, 

under such a configuration, the adsorbent and I2 are heated together, making it impossible to independently 

control the I2 concentration and adsorption temperature. Recently, we reported the use of a fixed-bed 

configuration for measuring the dynamic I2 adsorption capacity of a COF material, in which the 

concentration of I2 passing through the adsorbent bed and the temperature of the adsorbent bed could be 

freely adjusted [2]. Moreover, this configuration allows co-feeding of water vapor to study the effect of 

moisture on I2 capture. 

In this study, we evaluated the I2 adsorption capacities of COF-OH-X and iCOF-AB-X materials under 

both static and dynamic conditions (see the Experimental section in the Supporting Information for detailed 

methods). The results from the static measurement were used to directly compare with benchmark 

adsorbents, whereas the results from the dynamic measurement better reflect the adsorbent performance 

under near-realistic conditions. 

The experimental setup of the static I2 adsorption system is illustrated in the Experimental section 

(Supporting Information). Measurements were performed at 75°C and ambient pressure to maintain 

consistency with previous studies. Under these conditions, COF-OH-X materials generally exhibited high 

static I2 adsorption capacities in the range of 5.76–7.20 g·g−1 (Figure 2a), which basically follows the order 

of their total pore volume (Table S3). These values place them in the category of high-performance 

adsorbents for static I2 capture (Table S5). Their high I2 adsorption capacities can be attributed to the 
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combined effects of high porosity and the large number of N-containing (imine and triazine) groups in the 

framework. Intriguingly, following ionic functionalization, the obtained iCOF-AB-X materials showed 

significantly enhanced I2 adsorption capacities, although their surface areas and pore volumes were 

reduced relative to the parent materials (Figure 2b). Specifically, the I2 adsorption capacities of iCOF-AB-

33, iCOF-AB-50, and iCOF-AB-67 were 8.81, 10.21, and 8.51 g·g−1, respectively (Table S3). Compared 

with COF-OH-100, the ionic counterpart (iCOF-AB-100) had a slightly increased capacity (5.85 vs. 5.76 

g·g−1), although its pore volume and surface area were reduced by approximately two thirds. These results 

clearly demonstrate the essential role of ionic groups in promoting I2 adsorption. It is worth mentioning that 

the static I2 adsorption capacity of iCOF-AB-50 (10.21 g·g−1) is among the highest values reported for any 

adsorbent under similar conditions (Figure 2c and Table S5). The only other material with a similarly high 

I2 sorption capacity (BisImi-POP@2; 10.30 g·g−1) is not suitable for column sorption applications because 

it forms liquid complexes with I2 [7d]. 

Besides equilibrium adsorption capacity, adsorption kinetics is also important for practical applications. 

Indeed, to achieve higher I2 removal efficiency and adsorbent utilization efficiency, the adsorbent is usually 

replaced and regenerated before reaching 80% of its full capacity [9b]. Thus, the average adsorption rate 

determined at 80% of the full adsorption capacity (defined as K80%) is used as an important indicator for 

evaluating adsorbent performance. Ionic functionalization greatly enhances the adsorption kinetics of COFs, 

as indicated by the fact that the K80% value of iCOF-AB-X is substantially higher than that of the 

corresponding COF-OH-X. For example, the K80% of iCOF-AB-50 is 1.195 g·g−1·h−1, which is almost five 

times higher than that of COF-OH-50 (0.189 g·g−1·h−1). For iCOF-AB-X materials, the K80% value increases 

with the density of AB moieties in the framework (Table S3). These results further demonstrate that ionic 

groups promote I2 adsorption. 

Based on static adsorption data, we conclude that the equilibrium adsorption capacity is determined by 

the collective effects of the type and number of functional groups and the pore volume of the adsorbent, 

while the adsorption kinetics can be significantly enhanced by the incorporation of ionic groups in the 

framework. Among all the tested adsorbents, iCOF-AB-50 has the best balance between these factors, 

exhibiting the highest I2 adsorption capacity and a relatively fast adsorption rate. Therefore, in the following 

dynamic adsorption discussion, we mainly focus on iCOF-AB-50 and make comparisons with its parent 

material COF-OH-50 and other previously reported adsorbents. 

It is worth noting that the “post-modification of multivariate COFs” strategy plays a key role in achieving 

high crystallinity in ionic COFs. Attempts to prepare an ionic COF by direct synthesis using AB-

functionalized DHTA (denoted as DATA) and DMTA monomers (50:50 in molar) resulted in an amorphous, 

nonporous material with limited I2 adsorption capacity (for a detailed method, see Experimental section 1.4 

in the Supporting Information; Figure S5). The functional ligand DATA alone was also tested. It exhibited a 

fairly high static I2 adsorption capacity of 6.55 g·g-1 at 75 °C and ambient pressure, but gradually liquefied 

with the increase of I2 uptake (see Figure S6).  
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Dynamic I2 adsorption measurements were performed using a fixed-bed column breakthrough setup, 

in which I2 vapor was carried by N2 (flow rate: 10 mL/min at 1 bar; I2 concentration: 400 ppm) to pass 

through a sorbent bed packed with 25.0 mg of adsorbent; the temperature of the adsorbent bed was set to 

25°C or 75°C. The adsorbed amount was determined according to the breakthrough time of I2 from the 

adsorbent bed. Interestingly, COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50 exhibited apparently different dynamic 

adsorption behavior. COF-OH-50 showed a two-step breakthrough profile at both 25°C and 75°C (Figure 

3a). At 25°C, I2 began to be detected in the effluent at 9 h, after which its concentration plateaued until a 

complete breakthrough after 36 h. A similar phenomenon was observed for COF-OH-50 at 75°C, albeit with 

shorter breakthrough times (1.5 h for the first step and 4 h for complete breakthrough) because of the lower 

adsorption capacity at higher temperatures. We speculate that this two-step breakthrough phenomenon 

results from the slow adsorption kinetics of COF-OH-50. By contrast, iCOF-AB-50 showed a single steep 

breakthrough step after 50 h at 25°C and 7 h at 75°C (Figure 3a). The total I2 uptakes of iCOF-AB-50 were 

determined to be 2.79 g·g−1 at 25°C and 0.44 g·g−1 at 75°C, i.e., significantly higher than the values obtained 

for COF-OH-50 under the same conditions (1.70 g·g−1 at 25°C and 0.15 g·g−1 at 75°C) (Figure 3b), 

consistent with the results of static adsorption. To our knowledge, iCOF-AB-50 exhibits the highest dynamic 

I2 adsorption capacity at room temperature among all reported adsorbents (Figure 3c and Table S6). 

Since the dissolver off-gas from reprocessing plants inevitably contains moisture, it is important to 

investigate the I2 capture performance of the adsorbent in the presence of water. To this end, we introduced 

water vapor (RH = 50%) into the dynamic I2 adsorption system and measured the adsorbed amounts of I2 

and water. At 25°C, we found that the presence of water vapor caused only a slight decrease in the I2 

uptake of COF-OH-50 from 1.70 g·g−1 to 1.67 g·g−1 and iCOF-AB-50 from 2.79 g·g−1 to 2.70 g·g−1, during 

which a certain amount of water was also adsorbed (Figure 3b). At 75°C, when water vapor was introduced, 

the I2 uptake of both adsorbents dropped by 5%–15% (Figure 3b). This implies that although these COFs 

are not water-repellant, most of their functional groups preferentially bind to I2, leaving their I2 adsorption 

capacity almost intact under humid conditions. This makes them promising for practical applications. 

The adsorbed I2 in iCOF-AB-50 can be fully extracted by ethanol to regenerate its adsorption capacity. 

When the I2-saturated iCOF-AB-50 (I2@iCOF-AB-50) was immersed in ethanol, the I2 desorption process 

proceeded spontaneously and could be accelerated via sonication. The results of dynamic I2 uptake at 

25°C in three successive adsorption/extraction cycles (Figure 3d) indicate that the exceptionally high I2 

adsorption capacity of iCOF-AB-50 can be fully restored. Correspondingly, the regenerated iCOF-AB-50 

(iCOF-AB-50-Re) retained its original physiochemical properties, as confirmed by the FT-IR, PXRD, and N2 

sorption characterization (Figure S7).  

We performed quasi in situ PXRD during the I2 adsorption processes of COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50 

at 75°C (Figure S8). For both samples, the PXRD peak intensity gradually decreased as the amount of 

adsorbed I2 increased, indicating a reduced degree of structural order due to the incorporation of I2 into the 

mesoporous channels. When they were saturated with I2, their diffraction peaks completely disappeared. 
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No diffraction peaks of I2 were observed during the entire adsorption process, ruling out the possibility that 

the high adsorption capacity was caused by the recrystallization of I2 around the adsorbent. 

Time-resolved FT-IR showed that during I2 adsorption, COF-OH-50 exhibited reduced intensities in 

the vibration bands of the C=N bond at 1677 cm−1, the C=C bond at 1584 cm−1, and the C-H bond in phenyl 

rings at 1409 cm−1 [7e], whereas the peaks associated with the C-O bonds at 1291 and 1038 cm−1 underwent 

a gradual blue shift [6c] (Figure 4a). Two new bands with increasing intensities emerged at 1636 and 1559 

cm−1, possibly because of N-I and C-I bonds/interactions, respectively. These spectral changes imply that 

the functional groups of COF-OH-50, including phenyl rings, imine and triazine moieties, and heteroatom 

O were all involved in the formation of the charge–transfer complex with I2. For iCOF-AB-50, the same 

spectral changes were observed in the range of 700–1800 cm−1 (Figure 4b). In the high wavenumber range 

(Figure 4c), however, iCOF-AB-50 showed three additional changes during I2 adsorption: (1) the peak 

intensity of quaternary ammonium salt at 3010 and 3002 cm−1 gradually decreased, (2) the peak of 

quaternary ammonium salt at 2968 cm−1 gradually red-shifted, and (3) a new peak emerged at 3020 cm−1 

with increasing intensity. These spectral changes suggest that iCOF-AB-50 can adsorb I2 not only by using 

the backbone to form similar charge–transfer complexes as in COF-OH-50 but also by utilizing ammonium 

salt groups to generate new iodine-containing complexes via Coulomb interactions. 

We characterized the adsorbents as-prepared (COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50) and after I2 saturation 

(I2@COF-OH-50 and I2@iCOF-AB-50, respectively) with XPS. The N1s XPS spectra (Figure 4d) showed 

that the adsorption of I2 on COF-OH-50 led to a 1.0 eV shift from 398.6 to 399.6 eV at the N1s core level[2], 

indicating that all imine (and triazine) N on the COF framework interacted with I2. The appearance of a new 

peak fraction at 401.6 eV associated with the N-I bond[2] suggests the formation of charge–transfer 

complexes between I2 and imine N (Figure 4d). In the case of iCOF-AB-50, similar peak shifts and 

generation (at 401.9 eV) were observed (Figure 4d); additionally, following I2 adsorption, the peak fraction 

assigned to ammonium N species shifted from 402.0 to 403.0 eV, indicating their participation in the 

formation of the new complex with iodine species via Coulomb interactions. Meanwhile, the Br3d XPS 

spectra exhibited a peak shift from 68.2 to 68.8 eV after I2 adsorption on iCOF-AB-50, implying that Br− was 

also involved in the new complex [1a, 11b] (Figure 4e).  

We used Raman spectroscopy to identify adsorbed iodine species (Figure 4f and Figure S9). Unlike 

pure I2 that showed only one Raman band at 185.3 cm−1, I2@COF-OH-50 presented three bands at 107.3, 

141.9, and 166.5 cm−1, associated with the symmetric stretching vibration of polyiodide I3
−, asymmetric 

stretching vibration of polyiodide I3−, and stretching vibration of polyiodide I5
−, respectively.[19] Interestingly, 

besides these three bands, the ionic counterpart (I2@iCOF-AB-50) showed three additional bands at 114.1, 

148.4, and 178.4 cm−1, which were assigned to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of [I2Br]−, 

and the stretching vibration of [2I2Br]− [1a, 11b, 19b]. These results agree with the conclusion of Br3d XPS 

analysis, suggesting that Br participates in the formation of iodine-containing complexes. The content of 

[2I2Br]− was found to increase with the density of AB moieties in the framework of iCOF-AB-X (Figure S7). 
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Overall, these findings indicate that iCOF-AB-50 adsorbs I2 through two mechanisms: the first inherited 

from COF-OH-50 and based on the charge–transfer between polyiodides and backbone groups (including 

phenyl rings, imine and triazine moieties, and heteroatom O); the second via stronger Coulomb interactions 

between ammonium N and [I2Br]−/[2I2Br]−, which benefits from ionic modification. 

We conducted density functional theory (DFT) calculations to further explore the promoting effect of 

ionic groups on I2 adsorption. We used TAPT-OH and TAPT-AB (Figure 5) as model molecules to represent 

COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50, respectively, and calculated their binding energies with the identified iodine 

species at the B3LYP[20] level of the exchange functional. The calculated binding energies between TAPT-

AB and [I2Br]−/[2I2Br]− are approximately twice that between TAPT-OH and I3−/I5− (Figure 5), suggesting a 

markedly stronger affinity of TAPT-AB or iCOF-AB-50 toward the iodine species. We further investigated 

changes in binding energy induced by the relative positions of [I2Br]−/[2I2Br]− on TAPT-AB, finding that side-

positioned complexes ([TAPT-AB]side···[I2Br]− and [TAPT-AB]side···[2I2Br]−) have larger binding energies than 

center-positioned complexes ([TAPT-AB]center···[I2Br]− and [TAPT-AB]center···[2I2Br]−), the differences 

between which are approximately 20–30 kcalmol−1 (Figure 5). On the basis of these calculations, we 

conclude that the ionic modification brings additional and stronger binding sites for I2 adsorption to the COF 

framework by forming thermodynamically more stable complexes with adsorbed iodine species via 

Coulomb interactions. This is consistent with expectations and explains the experimental observations that 

compared with COF-OH-50, iCOF-AB-50 exhibited more rapid adsorption kinetics and a higher adsorption 

capacity. 

Conclusion 

The I2 adsorption behavior of a given adsorbent is governed by several factors, including its textural 

properties, the types of binding sites, and their densities and accessibilities. Although it has been 

recognized that ionic functional groups can promote the adsorption of I2 via strong Coulomb interactions, 

the introduction of ionic groups usually results in a significant loss of adsorbent textural properties, thereby 

limiting the increase in adsorption capacity. To overcome this challenge, we applied a “multivariate” 

synthetic strategy combined with post-synthesis modification to prepare ionic COFs. This strategy can 

generate ionic sites with tunable content while largely maintaining the textural properties of the parent COF 

(high crystallinity and porosity). Consequently, it allows multiple influencing factors to be balanced to 

achieve optimal I2 adsorption performance. The optimized material, iCOF-AB-50, shows outstanding I2 

adsorption capacities under both static and dynamic conditions, as well as fast adsorption kinetics, good 

moisture tolerance, and full reusability. Characterization reveals the presence of various iodine species 

adsorbed at different binding sites in iCOF-AB-50. The functional groups in the parent framework (i.e., 

aromatic rings, imine and triazine N, and heteroatom O) form charge–transfer complexes with I3−/I5−, 

whereas quaternary ammonium interacts with [I2Br]−/[2I2Br]− species as a result of Coulomb forces. The 
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two types of interactions can be distinguished by calculating binding energies, which explain the significant 

promoting effect of the introduced ionic groups on I2 adsorption. This study shows that rational structure 

design and appropriate synthetic routes are essential for the development of high-performance adsorbents. 

The prepared cationic COF are potentially useful for other applications, such as removing harmful anionic 

substances from the environment [21]. 

 

 

 

Keywords: iodine capture • ionic covalent organic framework • adsorption • multivariate • Coulomb 

interaction 
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Scheme 1. (a) Synthetic procedure of multivariate COF-OH-X (X = 0, 33, 50, 67, and 100) and iCOF-AB-

X (X = 33, 50, 67, and 100) materials. (b) Schematic illustration of iCOF-AB-X for I2 capture. Note that the 

structural models shown in the scheme represent fragments of the COF framework rather than periodically 

repeating structural units. In the actual frameworks, the DHTA and DMTA moieties should be randomly 

distributed at a certain ratio.   
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Figure 1. Structural characterization of COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50. (a) PXRD patterns of COF-OH-50 

and iCOF-AB-50. (b) N2 sorption isotherms of COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50. HRTEM images (denoised via 

an average background subtraction filter) of (c) COF-OH-50 and (d) iCOF-AB-50. (E) Solid 13C NMR spectra 

of COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50. (F) XPS spectra of COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50. 
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Figure 2. Static I2 adsorption performance. Gravimetric measurement of static I2 vapor adsorption 

capacities of (a) COF-OH-X and (b) iCOF-AB-X materials as a function of time at 75°C and ambient 

pressure. (c) Comparison of the static I2 adsorption capacities of various high-performance adsorbents. The 

specific I2 uptakes of the reported adsorbents and their corresponding references are given in Table S5. 
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Figure 3. Dynamic I2 adsorption performances. (a) I2 breakthrough profiles of COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-

50 at 25°C and 75°C. (b) Dynamic adsorption capacities of COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50 under different 

conditions. (c) Comparison of dynamic I2 adsorption capacity of COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50 with various 

reported high-performance adsorbents. Adsorption capacities were all determined according to 

breakthrough experiments under similar conditions, except for MIL-101-Cr-TED and MIL-101-Cr-HMTA, 

which were tested using 150 ppm of I2. (d) Dynamic I2 adsorption capacity of iCOF-AB-50 in three 

successive adsorption/extraction cycles at 25°C. 
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Figure 4. Characterization of I2/adsorbent interactions. (a, b) FT-IR spectra of (a) COF-OH-50 and (b) iCOF-

AB-50 during static I2 adsorption at 25°C. (c) High wavenumber region of the FT-IR spectra of iCOF-AB-50 

during static I2 adsorption at 25°C. (d) N1s XPS spectra of pristine and I2-saturated COF-OH-50 and iCOF-

AB-50. (e) Br3d XPS spectra of pristine and I2-saturated iCOF-AB-50. (f) Raman spectra of pure I2, I2-

saturated COF-OH-50, and I2-saturated iCOF-AB-50. I2-saturated COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50 samples 

were prepared under static conditions at 75°C and ambient pressure and are denoted as I2@COF-OH-50 

and I2@iCOF-AB-50, respectively. 
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Figure 5. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations of the binding energies of TAPT-OH with I3− and I5−, 

TAPT-AB with [I2Br]− and [2I2Br]− located at different positions (side site and center site). TAPT-OH and 

TAPT-AB are model molecules for calculations that represent COF-OH-50 and iCOF-AB-50, respectively. 
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Multivariate COFs provide an ideal platform for ionic functionalization, enabling the integration of large 

surface areas, high pore volumes, and abundant binding sites, thereby leading to unprecedented levels of 

I2 capture performance under both static and dynamic adsorption conditions. 
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